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UNIQUENESS AND NORM CONVEXITY IN THE CAUCHY
PROBLEM FOR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS WITH

CONVOLUTION OPERATORS

MONTY J.  STRAUSS1

Abstract. Uniqueness in the Cauchy problem is shown under

suitable conditions for evolution equations of the form u,(x, t)—

B(t, Dx)u(x,t)=0, where B is a pseudo-differential operator of

order k^O in the x variables. This is proved as a corollary to a

norm convexity relation. In the process of showing this, an extension

to Holder's inequality is derived.

In recent work of Nirenberg-Treves [5], [6], investigations of local

solvability of linear partial and pseudo-differential equations have led

to the consideration of equations of the form

Lu(x, t) = Dtu(x, t) + iB(x, 1, Dx)u(x, t),

where (x, t)eQ.xR, OcJi", is a first order pseudo-differential operator

in the x variables, whose principal symbol is real, and Dj=—id/dxj,

Dt= — id/dt. Also, the work of Calderón [1], [2], [3] has shown that

considerations of uniqueness for the Cauchy problem for a system or a

differential equation of arbitrary order often leads to a system of equations

of this form.

In this article we allow B to have arbitrary nonnegative order k, and

we consider L=Dt+iB(t, Dx), where Dx=(Dl, D2, • • • , Dn); i.e., B

acts as a convolution operator with respect to the x variables. We remark

that in [5], [6] it is shown how to reduce the more general Dt + i(B + iA),

where B and A both have real principal symbols, to this form in the case

k=\ by using exponentials.

We show uniqueness in the Cauchy problem to Lu=0 for Cx solutions

with compact support in the x variables for each fixed t, provided that the

principal symbol bk of B is semidefinite and behaves in a suitable fashion
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as a function of r. We state first a result on norm convexity:

Theorem 1.    Suppose that

(1) Dtu(x, t) + iB(t, Dx)u(x, 0 = 0

on ilx [t0, /j], QcT?", —co</0</1<oo, such that the principal symbol bk

of B is a real positive semidefinite pseudo-differential operator of non-

negative order k and that the symbol b of B satisfies b(t, £)=bk(t, f) +

g(t, f), where g is the symbol of a pseudo-differential operator of degree j,

and such that} is a nonnegative integer less than k (g=0 ifk=0). In addition,

assume that, as a function of t, for each ¡¡fixed, bk has zeros of finite order.

Then, there exist positive constants e = e(r, B)^\ and C=C(e, E) inde-

pendent of t and u such that

■«(Oil = C[||«(f0)||t(t' M/OII1-'"' + IImOo)!!1-'"' IK'i)lle<í i

for any t in (/„, 'i), where \\ \\ = \\ Wlhr»)- Moreover, in any compact

subset [?o+ei. 'i —£il contained in (t0, tj), a uniform s can be chosen

independent oft, but depending on ex.

Remark. If B is negative semidefinite, let t'= — t and the same

theorem is valid.

Corollary 2. Under the above hypotheses, if \\u\\ vanishes at either

t=t0 or t=ty, then w=0 in (/„, tt).

This result follows immediately by applying the theorem to any given

t in (in, <l)-

A similar result can be shown for diagonal systems (which may arise

from higher order equations) of the form

m

Dtu¡{x, t) + iBj(t, Dx)Uj(x, f) = 2 Gu(t, Dx)Ul(x, t),   j = 1, • • •, m,
1=1

if each of the B¡ satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and the Gn are

of order k—\. The method of proof is identical, but technical difficulties

arise if the B/s are not all the same. For details, see [7].

Calderón [1], [2], [3] proved that for general first order operators

BAx, t, Dx) with symbols b¡, one has local uniqueness in the Cauchy

problem for systems if the roots of the characteristic equations r¡—

ib¡(x, t, f) (where f=(£\ ■ • ■ , f") is the dual variable to x) satisfy the

following criteria:

(a) real roots are simple,

(b) complex roots are at most double,

(c) roots do not coalesce, and

(d) imaginary parts of complex roots are bounded away from zero.
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Our result in the case k = \ thus allows one to eliminate hypothesis (d)

for this class of equations, and hence roots may wander from the real

to the complex domain.

It is to be noted that our evolution operators all satisfy property (T)

of Nirenberg and Trêves [5], and thus our operators are locally "solvable"

(see [6]).

Proof of Theorem 1.    We have ut — B(t, Dx)u=0. Then

f ¿**im, o - Kt, mi o] d$ = o,

where "~" denotes the Fourier transform in the x-variables. The Fourier

inversion formula then yields the ordinary differential equation u((f, t)—

bk(t, f)3(f, t)=g(t, f)fl(£, 0- Set ß(t, f)=.Ho bk(s, f) ds, so that ß(t. f)
is homogeneous of degree k in | £| for | f\ > 1 and is the symbol of a pseudo-

differential operator of order k for each fixed t in [t0, fj. Moreover,

ß(t0, f)=0 and ß(t, f) is real and monotone increasing in / for f fixed,

as bk^.O and the zeros of bk(t) are of finite order.

Then (dldt)(e-ßUVü(C, t))=e-ßH^g(t, |)«(f, 0, which has as solutions

(2) e-"(t-s)m t) = m t0) + f'e-^g^, i)ù(i, s) ds

and

(3) e-ßU^ü(C, t) = e-'"1'*'^*, h) - iV"(s>i,g(s, |)Ö(£, s) ds.

We are seeking a technique that will yield uniqueness for both the forward

and backward problems simultaneously, so we want to combine formulas

(2) and (3) in such a way as to eliminate the exponential terms.

First, however, we must take care of the integral expressions in (2) and

(3). We set

w(|, t) = \e-#*-fíiKÍ, 01 = e-W^m, 01 ̂  0.

Then (2) and (3) become respectively

U>+f
-t

w(i, 0 = w(f, f0) + I g(s, £)w(£, s) ds    for t e [r0, /,]

and

v(l t) = w(£, (1) -    'g(s, f)w(f, s) ds   for t e [t0, ?J.

On [/0, ij], g(s, f) is bounded by C0 |f|J for |f|>l, where C0 is a positive

constant independent of t and f. Hence

(4) w(£, t) ̂  w(i, t0) + C0 |f|' f W, s) <fe
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and

(5) w(f, 0 = w(f, ii) + C0 |f|'j 'Vf. s) ¿s.

Set

y - Hf) = 2C0 HI'' > 0
and

M0(|) = max exp[-y(t - <0)Mf. 0.
lelio.'il

M,(|) = max expf-yfo - OMf. 0-
(etto. til

We claim

(6) M0(f) ^ 2w(f, t0)   and   A/X(f) < 2w($, ra).

To show the first part, we suppose M0 occurs at t—f, t0<f^tv Then a

straightforward computation shows that

A/0(f) = 2 exp[-y(i - i0)]w(f, /0) ^ 2w(f, r0)   by using (4).

Similarly, using (5), if Mi occurs at t=t', t0^t'<tu one sees that

A/j(f) ̂  2 expf-yfo - OMf, ii) = 2w(f, tj.

Formulas (6) state that

exp[-y(/ - f0)Mf. 0 = 2w(f, r0)
and

exp[-y('i - OMf » 0 Si 2w(f, f,);
and thus

(7) e"*'-*» IflCf, 01 ̂  2 exp[2C0 |f|'(r - /„)] m, f„)|

and

(8) e~"(,i) |w(f, 01 SI 2 exp[2C0 |f|' (t, - /)]exp[-/5(i1, f)] |ö(f, fx)|

for -oo<í0^<^í1<oo.

Next we use the fact that |fp'fíá|f|*+CA for |f|>l and any ô>0,
where Cs=o~mk-¡). Then (7) and (8) become

(9) m, 01 ̂  2 exp[2C0(i - t0)(á III* + Cs) + ß(t, |)] |fi(f, í0)|

and

|S(f, 01 ̂  2 exppCoii! - 0(<5 |f|fc + C,) + /3(i, f) - /?((,, f)] |«(f, ix)|,

for any <5 > 0 and t e [í0, fj.
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We restrict our consideration to those / satisfying i0+£i=To='=Ti=

tx — sv Since bk~^.0, ß0(t, ¿¡) = \C\-kß(t, £) is the principal symbol of a

peudo-differential operator of order zero and is monotone increasing in t

for each ¿fixed (|f|>l). Then we set v(t, S)=[ß0(t, í)+2C0c5(í-/0)]|f|i,

which is homogeneous of degree k in f for |£| > 1, and choose

s'       .             /?„(/, f)                         &(,, f) ,
o < — min    mi -,   where e S- S I — e

2C0 ter.ro.rt] |Í|>1 Í — í0 ß0(tu £)

in [r0, r,]. This can be done because ß0 is the principal symbol of a

pseudo-differential operator of order zero.

Then on [t0, t,] and for |f|>l,

ß0(t, S) ß0(t, i)     1 1     ß(t, i)

ß0(tl, f) + 2C0á(í1 - t0)     ß0(tu f) 1 + fi'      1 + £' M, f )

and

/?0(f, |) + 2C0 ô(t - t0)      ß0(t, g)            *      „   ,    », W, ¿)
->-— (l+fi) = (l+fi)-.

ß0(tltS) A(íi,f) 0&,£)

Thus,

0 < e'/(l + «') < f¡(t, Í)lv(tu f)< (1 + e')(l - «')'< 1

for |f|>l and t0^î^tv Formulas (9) and (10) become

(il) iwíl.oi^JV^'lstf,'«)!

and

(12) \Ù(Ç, 01 ̂  Wo expfo(f, f) - *7(íl51)] m, h)\

for |f|>l and to^í^tj, where 7V0=2 exp[2C0(/,— í0)C,s] and??(í, Í) is the

principal symbol of a pseudo-differential operator of order k.

Next we set <x(r, £)=*i(t, g)lr¡(tx, £) for |£|>1, raise (11) and (12) to the

1— a(i, |) and oc(r, f) powers respectively, and multiply the two formulas

together. Hence

(13) |«(|, 01 ̂  N0 |fl(f, t0)\l-'U-V\a(i, h)\M^   for HI > 1.

Note that 0^a(r, |)/r 1 for f fixed, since r¡(t, £) is monotone increasing

in i. If a were independent of f we could square the terms in (13), integrate

for |£|>1 and get the relationship we want by using Holder's inequality.

However, by exploiting the facts that a is homogeneous of degree k in |f|

for |||>1 and that there exists £=e(0>0 such that £^a(/, £)^1 — fi for

t fixed, we can use an extension of Holder's inequality (Lemma 3 below).
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This tells us that, for any fixed t in (/0, fj),

f     |fl(f, Ol2 rff Sí ( f     | äff, io)l2 dfï V f     l"(f, ii)l2 dfï
J|Í|>1 V|íl>l /     vifl>i /

+ (f     |fi(f./o)l!dfïïf     imhtfdiV

si iifi(-, io)ii2<1-c) m-, h)t + m-, to)t m-, 'i)ii2(1-£).

We may also write

f    laff.OI'rff
(14) -W*1

< C f     ^"-«tyf, í0)l8<1_e> |e,<<'f,-,,<'1-í)fi(f, íi)|2£ df,
Jlíisi

since g is bounded on {|||<1}. In the compact set {|||_1} the exponentials

are bounded, so the integrals make sense. Then

I       m, Ol2 di ^ C(r¡, e) f      |ö(f, i0)|2(1-<> |Ö(f, ix)|2« df
JlflSl J|f|Sl

(15) sic^.^ff    |«(l,i0)|2dirVi    |¿Kf,í1)r,dfY
2<l-i)  IUV.    t Ml2*sic^eopo.^ir-"«^-.^

as we can use the standard Holder inequality here, with />=1/(1— s),

q=\je. We add (14) and (15) to get

||ü(; t)f ^ (C(V,e) + l)[||ñ(-, f0)f(1-" ||«(-, tJI*

+ \\ü(;t0)\\2e\\ü(;h)\\m-c)]-

Set C=C(r/, e)+l. Then, by applying Parseval's theorem, we obtain the

desired inequality.

If [/0 + £i, íi —«i] is any compact subset of (t0, ¿,), then e=e(£1; rj) can

be found so that e^a.(t, |)^1 —£ on [/,) + £,, tl — e1], and the constant in

the inequality will become ioaxteI/ +e t _, ] (C(??, £)+l) in this case.

Q.E.D.
It remains to state and prove Lemma 3, which is of independent interest

since it is an extension of Holder's inequality.

Lemma 3.    Let f, g be in L2(y) andO<e^y(y)<^l-e<l. Then

Vi2,(i" \g\m-y(y))dy ?i ii/ii8«-« ut + ut \\gr-<\

where \\    || = ||     || £,,,,,.

/'
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Note that if y(j>)=yo=constant, then the ordinary Holder inequality

implies that

so that by allowing y to vary, the bound becomes the sum of the bounds

in Holder's inequality for y6—s and 1 — e respectively.

Proof of Lemma 3.   The proof hinges on the pointwise inequality

(16) ¿yWyji-yM ̂ max^y-«, ¿i-y)   for y as above,

and any nonnegative constants S and r\ as above. For, once we have this

inequality, then tf "V^'^y^+^V; so that if we set/(j)=<5,

g(y)=r¡ and integrate over all y, the ordinary Holder inequality with

p=\¡s, ^==1/(1—e) yields the result. Thus, we must only verify (16).

Suppose ôV-'^-y. Then jy1-2'^1-*'; i.e., fa/fl)*"*^!, and thus

j?/<5^1. (If s = \, this procedure is unnecessary.) So

¿ylvy-yW ^ ¿y-^yM-y-vf«) = ¿y-«^/,^*'-«

< der]l-c = max(óV'c- ¿1-Y)-

The proof for d^'rf^ô'rj1-" is similar.    Q.E.D.
Remark.    If b—bk and is independent of t, then

(1  t,      bk(Ç)(t - t0)       t-t0
a.(t, S) =-=-

hiSXh - h)    h - t0

is independent of £. Hence the result in this case is

iiu(on =- c(iii/(í0)ii(íi-í,/(i-'«) iiu(í1)ir-,o,/,"'(o)

+ iiu(f0)ir"fo,/(íi-ío) iiu(f1)iiUi"*,/<<i_<,,)).
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